
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ELEMENTARY MODIFIED CURRICULUM  
 

Grade 2 
 

2020-2021 
 

 

 

 



 
Units and Essential Questions  

 
Week of: ELA Social Sciences Math 
Week 1 
9/8 (4 
days) 

 
Introductions, Relationship-Building, Norms and Procedures 

Begin to preview and introduce content as appropriate.  
The District fully supports use of this first week to establish a strong foundation with students and families!! 

 
Week 2 
9/14 

Phonics: How do I divide multi-syllabic 
words into syllables? (closed) 
 
Comprehension: How do I use the text 
to create a picture or make a movie in my 
head?  What kinds of questions might I 
ask before, during, and after I read? 
 
Writing: What are the steps of the 
writing process? 
 
HWT: How do I hold the pencil 
correctly in order to form print?  
 

Social Studies – 3 Weeks 
Civics and Government:  
Laws in the Community 

 

Sept 8  
Rules and Procedures 
5.1.2.B Explain the importance of rules 
in the classroom and school community. 
 
Sept 16  
Review Rules and Procedures 
Laws 
What is a law and why do communities 
have laws? 
Why is it important for citizens to  
follow laws? 
 

Vocabulary – citizen, community, law  
 

Book: We Live Here Too! Kids Talk 
About Good Citizenship by Nancy 
Loewen 
 

EDM Units covered during Trimester 1: 
Unit 1 & 2 
EQ:  
Why are patterns important in mathematics? 
Where can I find patterns in math? How do I 
count and write 2- & 3-digit numbers? 
 
Learning Goals: 
Find numbers to complete number 
sequences. Fill in missing numbers on a 
number grid. 
 
EDM: 
Give BOY Assessment (in class- 1st week?) 
1.1  
1.4 
EDM Game: Number Line Squeeze 

Week 3 
9/21 

Phonics: How do I use my knowledge of 
the 5 syllable types to accurately and 
fluently decode words? (open, Vce) 
 
Comprehension: How do I make 
connections to what I am reading?  

Social Studies 
Civics and Government:  
Laws in the Community 

 
 

Community Leaders  
Who are the leaders in our local, state, 
and national governments? 

EQ: 
How do I find equivalent names for 
numbers? How do I make combinations of 
10?  
 
Learning Goals: 
Find equivalent names for a given number 
Find number pairs that add to 10 



Week of: ELA Social Sciences Math 
How do I use prior knowledge and text 
evidence to make an inference about the 
author’s ideas? 
 
Writing: How do I brainstorm for a 
piece of writing?  
 
HWT: How do I fluently demonstrate 
correct print formation for capital letters 

What are the roles of leaders in our 
local, state, and national governments? 
 

Vocabulary – mayor, governor,    
president 
 

Book: Government in Your City or  
Town by Karen Kenney 
 

*Assess 
 

 
EDM: 
1.6 
1.7 
 
EDM Game: Penny Plate 

Week 4 
9/28 

Phonics: How do I use my knowledge of 
the 5 syllable types to accurately and 
fluently decode words? (vowel teams and 
r-controlled) 
 
Comprehension: How do I monitor my 
understanding while I am reading? How 
do I retell and write a summary of a 
story? 
 
Writing: How do I use a graphic 
organizer to organize and then draft my 
writing?  
 
HWT: How do I fluently demonstrate 
the correct print formation of t, a, d, g, u, 
i? 

Science – 2 weeks 
Scientific Inquiry 

 

Scientific Method 
What is a fact? 
What is an opinion? 
What are examples of facts and 
opinions? 
 

Vocabulary – fact, opinion 
 
 

EQ: 
How do I determine if a number is odd or 
even? How do I find the pattern in numbers? 
 
Learning Goals: 
Identify even and odd numbers. 
Skip count and look for patterns based on 
place value 
 
EDM: 
1.9 
1.10 
 
EDM Games: 
Number Grid Game 1 

Week 5 
10/5 

Finish Reading Metacognitive Unit 1 
Phonics: How do I use my knowledge of 
the 5 syllable types to accurately and 
fluently decode words? (All syllable 
types) 
 
Comprehension: How do I synthesize 
what I have read? 
 
Give Common Assessment for Unit 1 
Finish Writer’s Workshop Unit 1  

Science  
Scientific Inquiry 

 

Scientific Method 
What are observations? 
Why do we need to ask questions before 
an experiment? 
What can you learn through doing 
experiments? 
What inquiry skills will we use? 
 

EQ:  
How do I compare 2-digit numbers?  
Unit 1 Review/ Assessment 
 
Learning Goals: 
Compare 2-digit numbers 
 
EDM: 
1.11 
 
EDM Game: 



Week of: ELA Social Sciences Math 
(min. 1 paragraph of text)  
 
Writing: How do I edit my writing and 
use reference materials to check my 
spelling? How do I create a final draft of 
my writing? 
 
HWT: How do I fluently demonstrate 
the correct print formation of numbers? 
 

Vocabulary – observations, experiment, 
inquiry 
 

  
Note: Include a review day/assessment day 
in this week. 

Week 6 
10/12 

Begin Reading Story Elements Unit 2 
Phonics: How do I decode and encode 
words with the Vce spelling pattern? 
 
Comprehension: How do I identify 
story elements in text? 
 
Begin Narrative Writing Unit 2 
Writing: How do I use the writing 
process to write a personal narrative 
essay? 
 
Grammar: How do I identify and use 
collective nouns and plural nouns 
correctly in writing? 
 
HWT: How do I fluently demonstrate 
the correct print formation of Ee? 
 

Social Studies – 2 weeks 
Economics:  

Meeting Needs and Wants 
 

Needs and Wants 
Where can I go in my community to  
meet my needs and wants? 
How do people make the decision to 
spend or save money? 
 

Vocabulary – need, want, spend, save 
 

Books: The Big Buck Adventure by  
Deborah Tobola 
Alexander Who Used to be Rich Last 
Sunday by Judith Viorst 
 

*Assess 
 

EQ: 
How do I write and solve a number story? 
How can I show that I know my doubles and 
combinations of 10 facts? 
 
Learning Goals: 
Write and addition number story and a 
number model to solve it.  
Demonstrate automaticity with doubles and 
combinations of 10  
 
EDM: 
2.2 
2.3  
 
EDM Games: Roll and record with doubles 
 

Week 7 
10/19 

Phonics: How do I decode and encode 
words with a long a? (ai/ay) 
 
Comprehension: How do I ask and 
answer questions like, who, what, when, 
where and how to demonstrate an 
understanding of the key details in a 
fiction text?  

Social Studies 
Economics: Goods and Services 

 

Goods and Services 
What is a good and a service? 
Where can I go in my community to 
obtain goods and services? 
 

Vocabulary – good, service, consumer 
 

EQ: 
How can I use making 10 strategy to solve 
other addition problems? How can using 
doubles help me solve nearby facts? 
 
Learning Goals: 



Week of: ELA Social Sciences Math 
 
Writing: How do I use the writing 
process to write a personal narrative 
essay? 
 
Grammar: How do I identify and use 
action verbs correctly in writing? 
 
HWT: How do I fluently demonstrate 
the correct print formation of Ll and Kk? 

Book: A Chair for My Mother by Vera  
Williams    
 

*Assess 
 

Use double ten frames and the making 10 
strategy to solve addition facts. Use doubles 
to help solve nearby facts. 
 
EDM:  
2.4  
2.5 
 
EDM Game: Two fisted penny addition 10 
 

Week 8 
10/26 

Phonics: How do I decode and encode 
words with long e? (ee/ea/y) 
 
Comprehension: How do I use story 
elements to retell orally and write a 
paragraph summary?  
 
Writing: How do I revise a personal 
narrative to have a clear introduction and 
conclusion sentence/sentences? 
 
Grammar: How do I identify and use 
adjectives correctly in writing? 
 
HWT: How do I fluently demonstrate 
the correct print formation of Yy and Jj? 
 

Science – 5 weeks 
Animals: Arthropods, Reptiles,  

and Amphibians 
 

Basic Needs 
What are the basic needs of animals and 
how are these needs met? 
What is a habitat and why do animals 
choose to live in different habitats? 
 

Arthropods 
What are characteristics of an 
arthropod? 
 

Helpful/Harmful (or 12/2, if needed) 
How are insects harmful and helpful to 
plants, animals, and people? 
 

Vocabulary – basic needs, habitat, 
arthropod, characteristics 

EQ: 
How does knowing the turn-around rule help 
me to be more fluency with math facts? 
 
Learning Goals: 
Recall and understand turn-around facts. 
 
EDM: 
2.6  
Review & Assessment 
 
EDM Games: Addition Top-It 10 
 
Note: Include a review day/assessment day 
in this week. 

Week 9 
11/2 

Phonics: How do I decode and encode 
with long e? (ee/ea/y) 
 
Comprehension: How do I analyze a 
character?  In what ways does an author 
reveal a character’s traits? 
 
Writing: How do revise and edit to 
further improve my writing? 

Science  
Animals: Arthropods, Reptiles,  

and Amphibians 
 

Reptiles 
What are the characteristics of a reptile? 
 

Vocabulary – reptile 
 

EQ:  
How do I use the turn-around rule to write 2 
related facts? How do I use mental strategies 
to solve addition facts? How do I find the 
missing addend in an addition problem? 
 
Learning Goals:  
Use the turn-around rule to write two related 
addition facts.  



Week of: ELA Social Sciences Math 
 
Grammar: How do I identify and use 
complete sentences correctly in writing? 
 
HWT: How do I fluently demonstrate 
the correct print formation of Pp? 
 

Use mental strategies to solve addition facts. 
Use the think-addition strategy or the 
counting up strategy for subtraction. 
 
EDM:  
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
 
EDM Games: Baseball Addition 1-10 
 

Week 10 
11/9 

Phonics: How do I decode and encode 
words with long o? (oa/ow)  
 
Comprehension: How do I analyze a 
character? In what ways does an author 
reveal a character’s traits? 
 
Writing: How do revise and edit to 
further improve my writing? 
 
Grammar: How do I identify and create 
complete sentences using different 
punctuation?  
 
HWT: How do I fluently demonstrate 
the correct print formation of Rr, Nn and 
Mm? 

Science 
Animals: Arthropods, Reptiles,  

and Amphibians 
 

Amphibians 
What are the characteristics of an 
amphibians? 
 

Vocabulary – amphibian 
 

EQ:  
How do I use counting up or counting back 
as a subtraction strategy (include -0 & -1)? 
How do I solve “What’s my rule problems?  
 
Learning Goals:  
Use the counting up and counting back 
strategies for subtraction. Find missing 
numbers and rules for problems. 
 
EDM:  
3.5 (3.6) 
3.7 
 
EDM Games: Subtraction Top-it (5 or 10) 

Week 11 
11/16 

Phonics: How do I decode and encode 
words with long i? (ie/y) 
 
Comprehension: How do I write a three-
part open-ended response to a fiction 
text? 
 

Science 
Animals: Arthropods, Reptiles,  

and Amphibians 
 

Life Cycles 
What is the life cycle of a butterfly? 
What is the life process of a reptile? 
What is the life cycle of a frog? 
 

Vocabulary – metamorphosis, lifecycle 

EQ: 
How do I use the going-back-through 10 
strategy to subtract?  
How do I solve subtraction problems using a 
variety of strategies? 
 
Learning Goals: 
Apply the going-back-through 10 strategy. 



Week of: ELA Social Sciences Math 
Writing: How do I use transitions 
effectively in when writing a personal 
narrative? 
 
Grammar: How do I identify and create 
complete sentences using different 
punctuation?  
 
HWT: How do I fluently demonstrate 
the correct print formation of Hh and Bb? 
 

 Use a number line to apply the going-through 
10 strategies.  
  
EDM: 
3.9 
3.10  
 
EDM Games: Number Grid Difference 
 

Week 12 
11/23 (2 
days) 

Phonics: How do I decode and encode 
compound words? 
 
Comprehension: How do I write a three-
part open-ended response to a fiction 
text? 
 
Writing: How do I publish my personal 
narrative essay? 
 
HWT: How do I fluently demonstrate 
the correct print formation of taught 
letters? 

No School EQ:  
Review and Assessment 
 
Learning Goals:  
 
EDM: 
 
EDM Games: 
 
Note: Include a review day/assessment day 
in this week. 

 Finish Reading Story Elements Unit 2 
 
Give Common Assessment for Unit 2 
 
Finish Writing Narrative Unit 2  
 
(Min. 1 personal narrative essay) 
 
Writing: How do I publish my personal 
narrative essay? 
 

Science 
Animals: Arthropods, Reptiles,  

and Amphibians 
 

Review Animal Unit 
 

*Assess 

 



Week of: ELA Social Sciences Math 
HWT: How do I fluently demonstrate 
the correct print formation of taught 
letters? 

 


